INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the interatomic anharmonicity of the propagation medium gives rise to the generation of harmonics of an initially sinusoidal acoustic waveform. It is, perhaps, less well appreciated that the anharmonicity also gives rise to the generation of a static or "dc" component of the propagating waveform. We have previously shown [1, 2] that the static component is intrinsically linked to the acoustic (Boussinesq) radiation stress in the material. For nondispersive solids theory predicts that a propagating gated continuous waveform (acoustic toneburst) generates a static displacement pulse having the shape of a right-angled triangle, the slope of which is linearly proportional to the magnitude and sign of the acoustic nonlinearity parameter of the propagation medium. Such static displacement pulses have been experimentally verified in single crystal silicon [3] and germanium [4] .
The purpose of the present investigation is to consider the effects of dispersion on the generation of the static acoustic wave component. It is well known that an initial disturbance in media which have both sufficiently large dispersion and nonlinearity can evolve into a series of solitary waves or solitons [5] . We consider here that an acoustic tone burst may be modeled as a modulated continuous waveform and that the generated initial static displacement pulse may be viewed as a modulation-confined disturbance. In media with sufficiently large dispersion and nonlinearity the static displacement pulse may be expected to evolve into a series of modulation solitons. We present a theoretical model for the genemtion of such acoustic modulation solitons and provide experimental evidence in samples of vitreous silica demonstrating the essential validity of the model.
STATIC PULSES IN NONDISPERSIVE MEDIA
It is instructive to begin with a review of our findings in nonlinear, nondispersive, lossless media of arbitrary crystalline symmetry. We consider a rotation of the coordinate system such that the equation of motion may be written in the form [6] shown previously that the stationary solution to Eq.(I) predicts the existence of a static strain (displacement gradient) generated by the nonlinearity given by [1, 2] ao /3----E aa -4~ (2) where )l = pc 2 (p is the mass density of the solid), the overbar denotes the average value of the quantity beneath the symbol, and E is the average energy density of the propagating wave. For an acoustic toneburst of length L, Eq.(2) predicts the generation of a static displacement pulse given by
The shape of the static displacement pulse is, thus, that of a right-angled triangle, also having length L and a polarity determined by the sign of /3.
ConfIrmation of Eq.(3) was performed using the experimental set-up schematically illustrated in fig. I. An acoustic toneburst (typically 30MHz) is launched into the material via a lithium niobate transducer attached to the sample surface. The toneburst and generated static displacement pulse propagate through the sample and are received by a capacitive transducer (which responds to acoustic displacements) at the opposite sample surface. The two acoustic signals are independently amplified and simultaneously displayed on an oscilloscope screen. Since the leading edge of the static displacement pulse arrives at the receiving transducer fIrst, the trace on the oscilloscope displays a mirror image of that actually generated in the material. The lack of an infinite slope at the leading edge is due to the fInite bandwidth (300kHz) of the preamp used to amplify the static signal. It is important to note that (1) the length of the static displacement pulse is equal to that of the toneburst, (2) the propagation time of the toneburst and generated static displacement pulse are approximately the same, and (3) the polarity of the static displacement pulse is negative, which indicates in our experimental set-up a positive value of /3. Fig.1 . Schematic of experimental set-up for assessment of acoustically-induced static displacement pulse. 
STATIC PULSE

DISPERSIVE MEDIA AND MODULATION TIIEORY
We now consider the effects of dispersion on the generation and propagation of the static displacement waveforms. We may gain some insight into solving this problem by considering the solution obtained by Earnshaw [7] to the nondispersive problem represented by Eq.(1). His transcendental particle velocity solution to Eq.(l) is given by (4) where A is constant and where sinusoidal boundary conditions are assumed. The phase term (~p ~~ ) in Eq.(4) may be viewed as a modulation factor which contains the nonlinearity parameter and leads to the nonlinear distortion of the waveform. The average energy density of the waveform E is proportional to A2 and is, thus, a constant of the motion, in agreement with the experimentally verified stationary wave results of Eq.(3).
We may generalize the Earnshaw solution by replacing the modulation factor (Yc P ~~ ) by a more general modulation factor <!l(a,t), containing dispersive as well as nonlinear components, and writing du at = A sin (mot -koa + <!l(a,t» . We now assume in Eq.(5) that in general A = A(a,t) and, hence, that E is not constant.
It is convenient to view Eq. (5) as an equation representing the modulation of a continuous (carrier) waveform and postulate that the "local" frequency and wave number can be determined from [8] d<!l Ol(a,t) = Olo -dt d<!l k(a,t) = ko + da (6) We also assume that the dispersion relation depends upon the wave amplitude as well as the wave number and expand the relation in a Taylor series as
Idk 2 )o, and 13A = (dO)/d(A2»o is a measure of the nonlinearity, not to be confused with the nonlinearity parameter 13 used above. The derivatives defining the coefficients are evaluated at k = ko and A = 0 (denoted by the subscripted zero). Substituting Eq.(6) into Eq. (7), we get
Since Eq. (8) is a single equation with two unknowns, A and q" it is necessary to find another equation involving the same unknowns. An appropriate expression is the energy conservation equation [9] d(A2) ~(A2) = 0 at + da Cg (9) where Cg is the group velocity in the linear approximation. We may write the group velocity in tenns of (o<l>/oa) as (10) where we have used Eqs.(6) and (7) . Eq. (8) is valid for waves where amplitude and wave number variations are adequately represented by the frrst derivative approximations of Eq.(6). However, it is in general necessary to account for deviations from such "adiabatic" assumptions by adding to Eq.(8) a term, analogous to that obtained by Taniuti and Yajima [10] and by Karpman [11] , that properly includes the effects oflarge amplitude and wave number gradients. Adding this term to Eq.(8), we write (11) We now transform to a moving coordinate system represented by the transformation
In the transformed reference frame Eqs. (9) and (11) become, respectively,
and (14) We consider a stationary wave solution to Eqs. (13) and (14) for A2 in the form A2 = p(~),
Substituting Eq.(l5) into Eqs. (13) and (14), we obtain the nonlinear differential equation 
Eq.( 17), strictly, represents the evolution of the energy density of the perturbed carrier waveform, represented by Eq.(5), having an initial energy density amplitude proportional to Po. The complementary problem of the evolution of the energy density of a finite pulse (Le., toneburst), having an initial energy density proportional to Po, is represented by p'.
Since the average energy density E is proportional to A2 = P (or p' for a toneburst), Eq.( 17) indicates that the initial energy distribution evolves into a series of solitons. Since from Eq.(2) the acoustic static strain is directly proportional to the energy density, we expect the initial acoustically-induced static strain also to evolve into a series of modulation solitons. The manner in which the solitons evolve, however, can be assessed most expediently by assuming [11] that A is a sufficiently slowly varying function of S that Eq. (14), in first approximation, may be written as (18) Eq. (13) 
where L is the length scale of the initial wave profile (toneburst) and use Eqs. (21) The similarity parameter cr in Eq.(22) determines the evolutionary properties of the initial waveform. In particular, it determines the relationship between the dispersion and the nonlinearity in the initial stages of evolution of the waveform. The number and amplitudes of the solitons generated depend upon the magnitude of cr. In particular, the amplitudes 1ln of the solitons generated are determined from the eigenvalues En of the SchrOdinger equation [12] a 2 \jf cr 2
Vo
For small cr at least one soliton is generated. For large cr the number N of solitons generated is [13] 
density Po ( or square root of the toneburst initial amplitude Ao ).
COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT
The results presented above predict that in dispersive, nonlinear media the energy density proflle of the acoustic toneburst, which initially is constant and of length L, will evolve into a series of modulation solitons. Since, according to Eq.(5), the acoustic static strain is proportional to the energy density (and thus initially constant and of length L), it too is expected to evolve into a series of solitons. ConfIrmation of these predictions is obtained with the same experimental set-up used for the investigations of nondispersive media and is shown schematically in fig. 1 . As before, the capacitive receiving transducer used to detect the static signals responds to displacements rather than strains at the sample surface. The static displacement signal is obtained by spatially integrating the static strain signal.
A material that is found to have the appropriate dispersion and nonlinearity necessary to generate modulation solitons is Suprasil WI vitreous silica. Previous measurements [14] of the nonlinearity parameter ~ of this material yield the value ~ = -11.6. Eqs. (2) and (3) predict that both the static strain and the static displacement in materials possessing a negative ~, as Suprasil WI, have a polarity opposite to that of materials possessing a positive value of ~, as the crystalline silicon sample of fig.2 . Fig.3 shows the oscilloscope display obtained for the Suprasil WI sample. The polarity of the static displacement signal, appearing in the bottom trace, is, indeed, opposite to that shown in fig.2 for the crystalline silicon sample. We also observe in fig.3 a considerable variation in the propagation times of the acoustic toneburst and the static displacement signal. This indicates, in contrast to the case for crystalline silicon, the existence of a large dispersion in Suprasil WI. The length and amplitude of the acoustic toneburst in fig.3 is set such that the similarity parameter 0" is sufficiently small that only a single soliton is generated. Increasing the amplitude or length of the toneburst increases the magnitude of 0" according to Eq.(22) and, hence, from Eq.(25) the number of solitons generated. The result of increasing 0" is clearly revealed in fig.4 where the generation of two modulation solitons is evident. The spread in the static displacement signal is quite large in fig.4 , since the two solitons propagate with different velocities in agreement with the prediction of Eqs.(20) and (24). FigA. Oscilloscope traces of 30MH toneburst (top) and two solitons (bottom) generated in Suprasil WI fused silica.
CONCLUSION
The effect of dispersion on the acoustically-induced static displacement, a purely nonlinear phenomenon, is seen to be quite substantial. The dispersion serves to catalyze the evolution of the initial static displacement signal profile into a series of modulation solitons. As shown above, the number and amplitudes of the solitons generated depend upon the length and amplitude of the toneburst used. It is important to point out that the existence of dispersion in the nonlinear medium alone is not sufficient for the generation of solitons. According to Eqs.(17), (20), and (22) it is necessary that the ratio (f3A1c~) be positive. Thus, the "nonlinear" and "dispersive" contributions to the nonlinear dispersion relation, Eq. (7), must have the same sign. It is interesting to note from Figs. (3) and (4) that the propagation velocity of the 30MHz toneburst for Suprasil WI is greater than the propagation velocity for the static displacement signal (solitons). This indicates that the dispersion is negative and, thus, has the same sign as the nonlinearity parameter f3 for Suprasil WI.
The agreement between the theoretical model and the experimental measurements of the static displacement signal provides strong evidence of the generation of modulation solitary waves in Suprasil WI. Such acoustic modulation solitons would be of some importance in the theory of lattice dynamics [15] . Applications to the quantitative nondestructive evaluation of materials is currently being explored.
